Print365

HASSLE-FREE PRINT
MANAGEMENT

PRINT AS MUCH AS
YOU LIKE, HASSLE-FREE
WITH NO HIDDEN COSTS

By taking care of all your printing needs – however big or small – for low, simple
fixed fees, Print365 gives you full control and visibility of your printing, and takes
the headache out of managing it. It’s the straight-talking, full-serviced printing
package that cuts hassle, costs and waste.

Your choice of Epson printer

On-site maintenance

Automatic supply delivery

Print management portal

Simple fixed fees

Just add paper

Print365 is the fully-serviced printing package for SMEs

www.epson.eu/print365

SINGLE FUNCTION PACKAGES
WF-M5190 DW
(C11CE38401)
Mono / A4
1 tray
Black Plus: 2500 pages mono

WF-5110 DW
(C11CD12301)
Colour / A4
1 tray

WF-6090 DW
(C11CD47301)
Colour / A4
1 tray

£ 29

£ 35

£ 35

Start: 300 pages mono / 200 pages colour
Start Plus: 600 pages mono / 400 pages colour

£ 45

Basic: 900 pages mono / 600 pages colour

£ 55

Basic Plus: 1200 pages mono / 800 pages colour
Essential: 1700 pages mono / 1300 pages colour
Essential Plus: 2500 pages mono / 1500 pages colour
Premium: 4000 pages mono / 2000 pages colour
Extra pages: Mono* (see below price matrix)

£ 0.0068

Extra pages: Colour* (see below price matrix)

£ 0.0075

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0427

£ 0.0358

MULTIFUNCTION PACKAGES

RIPS

WF-M5690 DWF
(C11CE37401)
Mono / A4
1 tray

WF-5620 DWF
(C11CD08301)
Colour / A4
1 tray

WF-6590 DWF
(C11CD49301)
Colour / A4
1 tray

Start: 300 pages mono / 200 pages colour

£ 35

£ 39

Start Plus: 600 pages mono / 400 pages colour

£ 45

£ 49

Black Plus: 2500 pages mono

WF-R5690 DTWF
(C11CE27401)
Colour / A4
2 trays

£ 39

Basic: 900 pages mono / 600 pages colour
Basic Plus: 1200 pages mono / 800 pages colour

£ 59
£ 59

Essential: 1700 pages mono / 1300 pages colour

£ 65

Essential Plus: 2500 pages mono / 1500 pages colour

£ 85

Premium: 4000 pages mono / 2000 pages colour
Extra pages: Mono* (see below price matrix)
Extra pages: Colour* (see below price matrix)

£ 0.0068

£ 0.0075

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0045

£ 0.0427

£ 0.0358

£ 0.0275

ALL-YOU-CAN-PRINT PACKAGES 3

RIPS

RIPS

WF-R8590 DTWF
(C11CE25401)
Colour / A3
2 trays

WF-R8590 D3TWFC
(C11CE25401BP)
Colour / A3
4 trays

£ 139 p/m

£ 155 p/m

All-You-Can-Print

RIPS

WF-6090 DTWC
(C11CD47301BR)
Colour / A4
2 trays

WF-6090 D2TWC
(C11CD47301BZ)
Colour / A4
3 trays

WF-8090 DW
(C11CD43301)
Colour / A3
1 tray

WF-8090 DTW
(C11CD43301BT)
Colour / A3
2 trays

WF-8090 D3TWC
(C11CD43301BP)
Colour / A3
4 trays

£ 39
£ 49

£ 45

£ 39

£ 45

£ 59

£ 55

£ 49

£ 55

£ 69

A3

WF-R5190 DTW
(C11CE28401)
Colour / A4
2 trays

£ 59

£ 65

£ 59

£ 65

£ 79

£ 55

£ 65

£ 69

£ 65

£ 69

£ 85

£ 59

£ 95

£ 99

£ 75

£ 105

£ 109

£ 135

£ 139

£ 0.0045

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0275

£ 0.0358

£ 0.0358

£ 0.0357

£ 0.0357

£ 0.0357

RIPS

WF-6590 D2TWFC
(C11CD49301BZ)
Colour / A4
3 trays

WF-8590 DWF
(C11CD45301)
Colour / A3
1 tray

WF-8590 DTWF
(C11CD45301BT)
Colour / A3
2 trays

£ 45
£ 55

£ 49

£ 49

£ 55

£ 69

£ 59

£ 59

£ 65

£ 79

£ 65
£ 75

£ 69
£ 79

£ 69
£ 75

£ 75
£ 79

£ 89
£ 95

£ 99

£ 105

£ 89

£ 105

£ 115

£ 119

£ 95

£ 109

£ 145

£ 149

£ 99

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0033

£ 0.0050

£ 0.0033

£ 0.0358

£ 0.0358

£ 0.0357

£ 0.0357

£ 0.0226

£ 0.0357

£ 0.0226

A3

WF-6590 DTWFC
(C11CD49301BR)
Colour / A4
2 trays

RIPS

WF-R8590 DTWF
(C11CE28401)
Colour / A3
2 trays

WF-8590 D3TWFC
(C11CD45301BP)
Colour / A3
4 trays

WF-R8590 D3TWFC
(C11CE28401BP)
Colour / A3
4 trays

£ 119

Prices correct at time of publishing
*Additional cost if you exceed your averaged calendar quarter page limit.

TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN TRUST
Print365 enables you to experience all the benefits of Epson’s
PrecisionCore and Replaceable Ink Pack System (RIPS)
technologies, to provide you with the best return on your investment.
Epson’s technologies create a more sustainable and productive work
environment, and by making the switch to our inkjet devices –
through Print365 – you’ll benefit from a reduced need for user
intervention, cut your energy usage by up to 96%1, and eliminate up
to 94%2 of your waste.
Make the switch to inkjet and see how much smaller your
environmental impact will be: www.epson.eu/eco-saving

CHOOSING THE RIGHT PACKAGE
Print365 offers a range of packages designed to suit a variety of
businesses. Select the one that is right for you, or ask your reseller
about a free-of-charge assessment that will automatically track your
print volume and select the optimum package for your business.
All packages are presented with a monthly fee, but to provide your
business greater flexibility will be invoiced on a quarterly basis.
The advantage is you can carry over your monthly print volume within
a calendar quarter. If you exceed your quarterly print volume, there is
a low price for extra pages, so it remains cost effective.

ALL YOU CAN PRINT – TOTAL CONTROL
If you have large print requirements, you’ll want to know about our
All-You-Can-Print service. Designed to give you total freedom to
print exactly what you want, when you want, it gives you a virtually
unlimited3 printing facility without having to worry about incurring
extra costs. With our All-You-Can-Print packages, you simply pay
a single, fixed quarterly fee, and all practical limits are lifted – you just
press ‘go’ on print runs of any size, mono or colour, at any time you
like. The packages also offer unlimited scanning and copying.
Starting from just €189 per month, our All-You-Can-Print packages
give you a worry-free printing period of 36 months. The packages
include an Epson WorkForce Pro RIPS (Replaceable Ink Pack
System) business A3-inkjet printer, unlimited ink and full on-site
service and support.
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1. As tested by BLI, over two months to April 2015, against a selection of competing machines, as commissioned by Epson.
For more information visit www.epson.eu/inkjetsaving
2. As tested by BLI, over two months to April 2015, against a selection of competing machines, as commissioned by Epson.
For more information visit www.epson.eu/inkjetsaving
3. To prevent abuse, a Fair Use policy applies. This allows a maximum of 300,000 prints over the contract period.
For further information please contact your local Epson office or visit www.epson-europe.com
Austria 01 253 49 78 333 France 09 74 75 04 04 (Cost of local call, operator charges may apply) Germany +49 (0) 2159/92 79 500 Ireland 01 436 7742
Italy 02‑660321 10 (0,12 €/min) Netherlands +31 (0)20 708 5099 Portugal 707 222 111 Spain 93 582 15 00 United Kingdom 0871 222 6702
Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of Seiko Epson Corporation or their respective owners.
Product information is subject to change without prior notice.

